Spring 2011 Summary of Code of Student Conduct Violations and Sanctions

1 Judicial Point
- 12 students of legal drinking age received one judicial point each for possession of an open container of alcohol.
- A student received one judicial point for disorderly conduct at a hockey game.
- Four students each received one judicial point for violation of the noise policy.

2 Judicial Points
- Two students each received two judicial points for disruptive behavior in a residence hall.
- A student received two judicial points for possession of a false ID.
- A student received two judicial points for urinating in public.

3 Judicial Points
- Four students each received three judicial points for possession of an open container of alcohol in public and failure to comply when asked to dispose of the alcohol.
- Two students each received three judicial points for disruptive behavior in a residence hall.
- A student received three judicial points for possession of false ID.
- Three students each received three judicial points for urinating in public.

4 Judicial Points
- A student received four judicial points for possession of an open container of alcohol and failure to comply with a campus official.
- Five students each received four judicial points for attempting use of a false ID.
- Three students each received four judicial points for violation of fire/safety policies.
- A student received four judicial points for possession of an air soft pistol.

5 Judicial Points
- Six students each received five judicial points for possession or use of marijuana.
- A student under the age of 21 received five judicial points for possession of hard alcohol.
- Two students each received five points for theft of property from suite lounges.
- A student received five judicial points for unauthorized entry into the College Post Office after hours.
- A student received five judicial points for intentionally breaking a window in the Village.
6 Judicial Points
- A student received six judicial points for falsifying an add/drop form.
- A student received six judicial points for violation of the hazing policy.
- A student received six judicial points for possession of marijuana and alcohol.
- A student received six judicial points for public urination and failure to comply with Campus Safety.
- A student received six judicial points for tampering with fire safety equip by cover a smoke detector.
- A student received six judicial points for tearing down the contents of a residence hall bulletin board.

7 Judicial Points
- Two students each received seven points for starting a fire outside of a residence hall.

8 Judicial Points
- Two students each received eight judicial points for starting a fire outside of a residence hall.
- A student received eight judicial points for possession of marijuana and a small knife.